Task:
You are to email me with the answers to the following questions below. I want to know 2 things from this assignment. 1. That you have a working email account and I have that account. Don't email me from your friend's email account. I will reply to your email directly to that account. If for some reason you change your email address during the semester you must let me know with an email from that new address.

1. What is your research interest or focus?

2. What is your level of computing skill?

3. Do you feel comfortable with math and statistics?

4. What is your goal for taking this class, what do you hope to achieve?

5. Are you taking this class to test the water, are you planning to take digital image processing in the Spring?

Reading:
Chapter 1. Jensen for Next Monday.
Please don't overlook the readings. Most of the material for the tests will come from the readings. I will not be able to cover all of the information in the book in my lectures. You will however be responsible for that info.